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1.General information
1.1.Aims of the course
1.2.Context and importance of this course in the degree
1.3.Recommendations to take this course

2.Learning goals
2.1.Competences
2.2.Learning goals
2.3.Importance of learning goals

3.Assessment (1st and 2nd call)
3.1.Assessment tasks (description of tasks, marking system and assessment criteria)

4.Methodology, learning tasks, syllabus and resources
4.1.Methodological overview
The teaching method for the subject ?Econometrics II? implies the use of different techniques aimed at the
achievement of specific objectives.
The part of the subject that deals with more theoretical and methodological issues will be presented in lectures.
In these sessions, the teacher will explain the main concepts of the econometric method, stressing economic
interpretation and practical uses. That is, teachers will try to reduce theoretical issues to the minimum, and
specific theoretical proofs and extensions will be provided to the students through the supporting material. To
support knowledge in econometric method, and with the purpose of illustrating the use of the instruments
previously studied, we will introduce regular theoretical-practical sessions in which the students, supported by
the teacher, will solve small problems or study cases.
To stress the practical dimension of the subject, students will work with different software packages which deal
with the search and use of useful statistical information and its treatment for econometric purposes. This work
will be regularly distributed throughout the course in sessions specifically aimed at the use of econometric
software.
Students are expected to participate actively in the class through the semester.
The teaching material that the teacher will offer to the students includes, sorted by units, some guides

summarising the main concepts. Teachers will also provide students with some proposed study cases, which
should be solved using the recommended software, as well as some additional material for those students who
desire to extent their knowledge of Econometrics. All this information will be provided through the ?Anillo Digital
Docente? (ADD) of the University of Zaragoza. Further information regarding the course will be provided on the
first day of class.

4.2.Learning tasks
The syllabus offered to students will help them to achieve the proposed goals and it consists of the
following activities:

Theoretical sessions: They make up, approximately, 50% of the teaching activities and they are aimed at
presenting the main concepts of the subject, conveniently structured into units. The teacher will formally present
the corresponding material, which students have to strengthen and extend using the recommended bibliography.
We recommend students to attend lessons, participate, take notes about the teachers' explanations as well as
asking about any doubts and further explanations they might need. Teachers will provide the students with all
the necesary teaching material to enable them to properly understand this Econometrics course.

Theoretical-practical sessions: The teacher will provide students with a problem collection, as well as
theoretical-practical questions related to the subject, well in advance. The main purpose of this material is for
students to feel confidence with the use of all the instruments involved in the theoretical perspective of this
Econometrics course. During the sessions, at least one hour every two weeks will be devoted to solving some of
these questions, encouraging the participation of and discussion between the students.

Practical sessions in the computer lab: This activity will be developed in the computer rooms that the Centre
has reserved for the subject. The objective is twofold. On the one hand, we aim at getting students used to
managing large amounts of quantitative information, which is a key aspect for their skills. On the other hand, it is
important for students to gain confidence in the use of econometric software, at user level. In these sessions,
practical cases will be solved by the teacher, who will guide the students' learning process.

Tutorial: The teacher will schedule a tutorial calendar which will be published well in advance, with the objective
of solving individual doubts and offering a more direct support to students.

4.3.Syllabus
PART I. Extensions of the general lineal model
Unit 1. Sphericity analysis and use of models
1.1. Introduction
1.2. Heteroskedasticity
1.3. Autocorrelation
1.4. Normality
1.5. Use of models
PART II. TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
Unit 2. Basic concepts: ARMA and ARIMA models.
2.1. Basic concepts of time series.
2.2. Concept of discrete linear stochastic processes.
2.3. Moving average processes (MA).
2.4. Autoregressive processes (AR).
2.5. Mixed autoregressive-moving average processes (ARMA).
2.6. Integrated processes (ARIMA ).

Unit 3. Box-Jenkins Methodology(I): General scheme and identification
3.1. General scheme of the Box-Jenkins Methodology.
3.2. Identification: detecting stationarity.
3.3. Identification: identification of the stationary ARMA structure.
Unit 4. Box-Jenkins methodology (II): Estimation, checking and forecasting
4.1. Model estimation
4.2. Model checking: Residual analysis
4.3. Model checking: Coefficients analysis and stability
4.4. Forecasting

4.4.Course planning and calendar
Calendar of lessons and work presentation

The subject of Econometrics II has assigned a total of 150 hours (6 credits ECTS), which are structured into 75
class hours and 75 non-class hours. With respect to the first, 30 will have a theoretical content, 30 will be
devoted to practical lessons and the remaining 15 will be tutorials. The distribution of the lessons among the four
units of the syllabus will depend on their complexity. In general terms, teachers will adopt the following schedule:
Table 1. Hours in Econometrics II

Unit 1
Theoretical sessions

7

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Total

8

8

8

30

Blackboard sessions

3

3

2

6

14

Computer lab sessions

6

0

4

6

16

Tutorials

2

7

3

3

15

Total sessions

18

18

20

19

75

Table 2. Distribution of independent learning
Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Total

Individual study

7

15

12

11

45

Individual practical work

6

4

10

10

30

Total hours

13

19

22

21

75

The sessions will be given following the calendar published by the centre for this degree.

4.5.Bibliography and recommended resources
Usually, the bibliographical references are updated and they can be reviewed through the library web (see for recommended bibliographical
references in biblioteca.unizar.es).

